BSNL CHENNAI TELEPHONES
Rationalization of PV2399 and promotional offer with PV2399 and PV1999
under GSM Prepaid Mobile services
On the occasion of 72nd Republic day and Pongal festival, it is hereby conveyed that the following
promotional offer is available w.e.f 10.01.2021 under GSM prepaid mobile services in Chennai Telephones(including
TN Circle) as detailed below:

A. Extra validity of 21 days with PV1999 i.e. 386 days (=365+21) from 10.01.2021 to 31.01.2021.
B. Rationalization of PV2399 as under:
MRP
in Rs

2399

Existing Freebies
Unlimited free voice calls in home and
national roaming including MTNL network
roaming area of Delhi and Mumbai {The FUP
condition of Customer using more than
250minutes outgoing minutes [(Local + STD+
OG
roaming)(On-net/off-net)
as
per
Unlimited recharge benefits] in a day will be
charged at base plan tariff. after
consumption of 250mins for the rest of the
day till midnight 0.00hrs} + 100 SMS/day$$ is
including MTNL area Mumbai and Delhi+ Free
PRBT for first 60 days

Existing
Validity

600

Revised Freebies
Unlimited voice Local/STD calls any
net in Home LSA and national
roaming including MTNL network in
Mumbai and Delhi + Unlimited data
(speed reduced to 80 kbps after
3GB/day) + 100 SMS/day $$ including
MTNL area Mumbai and Delhi+ Free
PRBT with unlimited song change
option
+
Free
EROS
Now
Entertainment services.

Revised
Validity

437
(=365 +72)

Note: No voice FUP condition.


The Free SMS/day ($$) will be applicable in home and national roaming including MTNL network roaming area of Delhi
and Mumbai”. The SMS/Voice benefits (if any) under this voucher cannot be used for outgoing SMS/Voice to premium
numbers, IN numbers, international numbers and other chargeable short codes; the subscriber will be charged applicable
tariffs for the same. This voucher is intended only for personal use of included services. BSNL reserves the right to
discontinue service immediately in case of misuse/fraudulent use/unauthorized telemarketing and commercial use.
Unutilized free benefits will be forfeited at the expiry of current recharge of the plan.



The Bundling of PRBT and the EROS with PV2399 is available for the whole validity period of PV2399 which
is presently 437 days with promotional offer. This 72days extra validity with PV2399 to be given from
10.01.2021 to 31.03.2021 as promotional offer on the occasion of 72nd Republic Day.

